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There is an art to writing in the negative just as writing affirmatively is an art. Once in a while a poet builds his style on his use of denials. W. S. Merwin is one of these poets. "The Owl" is about "You who are never there" There is frustra tion: "that is the sound of my ruiming/ the plea/ plea that it makes/ which you will never hear" ("Words from a Totem Animal"). And from that same poem these: "I might have been right/ not who I am/ but alright/ among the walls among the reasons/ not even waiting/ not seen"; "there are no names for the rivers"; "Caught again and held again/ again I am not a blessing"; "There are no stars/ there is no grief/ I will never arrive"; "I can turn myself toward the other joys and their lights / but not find them/ I can put my words into the mouths/ of spirits/ but they will not say them"; "I dreamed I had no nails/ no hair/ I had lost one of the senses/ not sure which"; and more. Hardly a poem passes in which Merwin does not make use of a negative image: "riderless horses no messages" ("Inscription Facing Western Sea") ; "every minute is one of the doors/ that never opened" ("Sunset after Rain"). He is researching the erasures of the universe but I have to admit my first thought was that he took the easy way out by trying to make a dead end into something profound. I felt he chose vague words to describe the vague, mysterious phrases to evoke the mysterious. The negatives still do not add to my enjoyment of the poems, but they do provide the enjoyable game of pursuing the negative aesthetic. And if we purify the pond, the lilies die.
The concrete is strange enough, the physical is the paradoxical mirror which, used surprisingly, implies unknown reality.
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Louise Bogan, in "Medusa":
86
The water will always fall, and will not fall, And the tipped bell make no sound. (P?r Lagervist, The Sibyl) That puzzling is precious. While we puzzle we erase neither the yesses nor the nos.
